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1. Magbook series deals with the preliminary examinations for civil series. 2. It?s a 2 in 1 series offers advantages of both
Magazine and book. 3. The entire syllabus of Indian Economy divided into 17 Chapters. 4. Focuses on the Topics and Trends of
question asked in Previous Years? Questions. 5. Offers Chapterwise Practice and well detailed explanations the previous Years?
questions. 6. More than 3000 MCQs for the revision of the topics. 7. 5 Practice sets and 2 Previous Years solved Papers sets for
thorough practice. 8. The book uses easy language for quick understanding. Preparing for the examinations like UPSC, State PCS
or any other civil Services papers students need to have a comprehensive, complete and concrete knowledge about their subjects
from the point of view exam. Arihant MAGBOOK Series is a must for Civil Services (Pre) Examination State PCS & Other
Comprehensive Examinations. It?s a 2 in 1 series that provides all the study material in concise and brief manner offering unique
advantage of both Magazines and Books. It comprehensively covers the syllabus of General Studies portion of the UPSC and
State PCS Preliminary Examination. The current edition of ?Magbook Indian Economy? covers every topic of Economics in this
book. The whole syllabus has been divided into 17 chapters in this book. It focuses on the Topics and Trends of questions which
are asked in previous Years? Civil Services Examinations, further it provides Chapterwise practice of the questions that build self
confidence and Skill Adaption in the candidates and lastly it offers detailed explanations of Previous Years? Civil Services
examination in a easy language for quick understanding. Apart from Topical coverage and Previous Years? Question, this book
also focuses on practice by providing with more than 3000 MCQs and 5 Practice Sets that help students to know latest pattern of
the paper as well as its difficulty level. This book is a must for the civil services aspirants as it help them to move a step ahead
towards their aim. TABLE OF CONTENT Introduction to Economics, National Income, Economic Growth and Development,
Economic Planning of India, Money and Banking, Inflation, Public Finance, India?s Balance of Payments, India?s Foreign Trade,
Demographic Profile of India, Agriculture, India Industry, Services Sector, Infrastructure, Poverty and Unemployment, Government
Schemes and Programmes, International Financial and Economic Organization, Economic Survey 2019-2020, Union Budget
2020-21, Practice Sets (1-5), Previous Years? Solved Papers Set 1, Previous Years? Solved Papers Set 2.
Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude: For Civil Services Examination is a hugely popular, authoritative and comprehensive text on the
subject. With regular revision and updates over the past years, the book has become indispensable for civil service aspirants both
at the UPSC and State Level exams. This fourth, revised edition comes with exciting and unmatched features that would reinforce
students? preparation strategy and their level of confidence in tackling this paper. Salient Features: ? 27 core chapters covering
the entire spectrum of the syllabus ? 25 Case Studies in a separate chapter ? Over 50 Case Studies interspersed within the text ?
Chapter-end Summary ? Practice Questions at the end of each chapter ? All new chapter titled Ethical and Moral Conundrums ?
Completely rewritten chapter on Political Attitudes ? Fully Solved Ethics Question Papers (2013-2017) ? Completely Solved Mains
Paper UPSC CSE 2018 ? Updated Glossary
A Concise Analysis of Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude is a slimmer, compact version of the hugely popular book Ethics, Integrity and
Aptitude written by the same author duo (G SubbaRao and P N Roychowdhury). This slim and concise book aims to fulfill a
particular need of our readers who wanted a lighter book on the subject. Each of the above books stands on its own as an
independent unit and is in no way dependent on the other. However, as the two books cover substantially the same ground, they
have certain commonalities. It can also be said that the two books supplement each other. Key Features of this Book ? Selfcontained, compact and briefly covers the whole syllabus. ? Written in a simple, and direct style to facilitate easy understanding. ?
Avoids heavy theoretical and historical discussions rooted in moral and religious philosophy. ? In lucid terms it explains the general
and abstract topics such as governance and probity, nature of public service, good (or ethical) governance, role of family,
education and society in inculcating values etc. ? Analytically outlines theoretical principles and their practical applications and
avoids lengthy descriptions. ? Contains all new Case Studies.
Indian Policy and Development is a comprehensive and exhaustive manual of government policies and schemes meant for
complete coverage of the all viable topics for Prelims as well as GS paper III of the UPSC Main examinations. This book is aimed
to provide broad perspectives on the developmental policies, schemes and agendas of the Indian Republic, which shall prove
helpful in any competitive examination. Written by an IAS officer, Dr Saumitra Mohan, who was the collector and magistrate of
Burdwan, West Bengal, when he wrote this book, it is imbued with first-hand knowledge of the major ongoing processes of social
and economic change. The book discusses over 100 schemes as deemed important for the central and state civil services.
Additionally, extremely relevant monetary policies, such as demonetization, have also been discussed in the book. The Ebook of
Indian Policy and Development is designed to be a useful resource for the UPSC and State PSC aspirants. Made into a multicolor
Epub version of the print book, this ebook can be accessed anywhere anytime in the student’s mobile phone, tab or other portable
devices whether Android or Windows. Unable to devote enough time at home or in the library and want to be able to study on the
go? Want an avenue to practice and review what you learn by solving exercises while you are studying? This ebook is the perfect
solution available to you 24*7 in your pockets.
[In this book, the authors] are interested not only in what humans are and were like; [but they are] also interested in why they got
to be that way, in all their variety. When there are alternative explanations, [the authors] try to communicate the necessity to
evaluate them logically as well as on the basis of the available evidence. Throughout the book, [they] try to communicate that no
idea, including ideas put forward in textbooks, should be accepted even tentatively without supporting tests that could have gone
the other way. -Pref.
This wide-ranging study reviews the state of public health worldwide and presents informed recommendations for real-world
solutions. Identifying the most urgent challenges in the field, from better understanding the causes of acute diseases and chronic
conditions to reducing health inequities, it reports on cost-effective, science-based, ethically sound interventions. Chapters
demonstrate bedrock skills essential to developing best practices, including flexible thinking for entrenched problems, conducting
health impact assessments, and working with decision-makers. From these current findings come long-term practice and policy
goals for preventing disease, promoting health, and improving quality of life, both locally and globally. A sampling of the topics
covered: · Health trends of communicable diseases. · Epidemiology of cancer and principles of prevention. · Respiratory diseases
and health disorders related to indoor and outdoor air pollution. · Public health gerontology and active aging. · Migrant and ethnic
minority health. · Public health genomics. A Systematic Review of Key Issues in Public Health offers graduate students in the
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discipline a firm grasp on the field as it presently stands, and a clear set of directions for its potential future.

In this second edition, the aptitudes of civil servants and the foundational values of public service in India have been
examined in depth, in the light of new researches in the fields of 'neurology' and 'emotional intelligence.' The ethical
concerns, dilemmas, and probity issues in governance have been examined in the context of declining moral values,
accountability ethics, and galloping corruption in Indian public administration. The chapter on "Moral Philosophies and
Philosophers" has been entirely rewritten. Further, a new chapter on "Corporate Social Responsibility and Global
Transparency: The Ethical Issues" has been additionally incorporated to highlight the ethical/social responsibility of
business and ethical interactions in global politics. The book will provoke civil service aspirants to think and debate the
ethical issues woven around the emerging ethos of transparency, new codes of conduct, and work culture. A section of
case studies from India will help readers relate theory to a practical understanding of the subject. The book enables
readers to identify right attitudes and discover problem-solving approaches when dealing with conflicts. [Subject: India
Studies, Ethics, Public Administration]
Case Studies carry nearly 50% marks in Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude paper of UPSC main examination. We understand
that there is a strong demand from students for a book dealing exclusively with Case Studies that is why GKP has come
up with a book that seeks to fulfill that demand. There are 100+case studies present in the book. The book also
discusses the common features that all Case Studies, irrespective of their theme and length, share. Features: - 100+
case studies - Covers all major topics - As per the exam pattern
Essentials of HRM combines a commentary on organizational behaviour with an explanation of human resource
management techniques, and also acts as an introduction to industrial relations. It will prove an invaluable aid to those
studying for professional qualifications, such as Membership of the Institute of Personnel Management or the Diploma in
Management Studies, and for students on general business or social service courses. Equally, the practising manager
will find this book a useful and practical guide.
This book presents a complete and accessible description of the history of early India. It starts by discussing the origins
and growth of civilizations, empires, and religions. It also deals with the geographical, ecological, and linguistic
backgrounds, and looks at specific cultures of the Neolithic, Chalcolithic, and Vedic periods, as well as at the Harappan
civilization. In addition, the rise of Jainism and Buddhism, Magadha and the beginning of territorial states, and the period
of Mauryas, Central Asian countries, Satvahanas, Guptas, and Harshavardhana are also analysed. Next, it stresses
varna system, urbanization, commerce and trade, developments in science and philosophy, and cultural legacy. Finally,
the process of transition from ancient to medieval India and the origin of the Aryan culture has also been examined.
A thorough and incisive introduction to contemporary India The story of the forging of India, the world's largest
democracy, is a rich and inspiring one. This volume, a sequel to the best-selling India's Struggle for Independence,
analyses the challenges India has faced and the successes it has achieved, in the light of its colonial legacy and centurylong struggle for freedom. The book describes how the Constitution was framed, as also how the Nehruvian political and
economic agenda and basics of foreign policy were evolved and developed. It dwells on the consolidation of the nation,
examining contentious issues like party politics in the Centre and the states, the Punjab problem, and anti-caste politics
and untouchability. This revised edition offers a scathing analysis of the growth of communalism in India and the use of
state power in furthering its cause. It also documents the fall of the National Democratic Alliance in the 2004 General
Elections, the United Progressive Alliance's subsequent rise to power and the Indo-US Nuclear Deal that served to
unravel the political consensus at the centre. Apart from detailed analyses of Indian economic reforms since 1991 and
wide-ranging land reforms and the Green Revolution, this new edition includes an overview of the Indian economy in the
new millennium. These, along with objective assessments of Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi, Jayaprakash Narayan, Lal
Bahadur Shastri, Rajiv Gandhi, Vishwanath Pratap Singh, Atal Bihari Vajpayee and Manmohan Singh, constitute a
remarkable overview of a nation on the move.
The king of Vijayanagara, Vira Narasimha, was very ill. He was afraid that after his death, his much loved and popular
brother, Krishnadeva Raya, would seize the throne from his little son. So he asked a trusted minister to put Krishnadeva
to death. The conscience-stricken minister could not perform such a heinous deed and convinced the bewildered prince
to escape. Fate had already decreed that Krishnadeva Raya would one day rule the Vijayanagara empire and take it to
its zenith of glory.
ADDA 247 is launching a complete and comprehensive ebook on "Reasoning Ability". The book is updated as per the latest examination
pattern and is suitable for all the Banking & Insurance Examinations such as SBI, RBI, IBPS, LIC, GIC, UIIC, NIACL AO & Others. The aim of
this ebook is to help students learn and understand the new pattern of recruitment exams which will help them to maximise their scores in the
competitive examination. The book has been prepared by experienced faculties, subject-matter experts and with the expertise of Adda247
keeping the new pattern and challenges of competitive exams in mind. Salient Features of the eBook -Based on Latest Pattern -3 Level of
Exercises -1500+ Multiple Choice Questions with 100% solutions -Includes the Previous Year Questions of all the chapters.
"Finished the novel in three straight sittings which is quite rare for a reader like me. Simply because I found it unputdownable and was
constantly curious to know how the story would unfold. -Rishi Kappor Gripping! More twists and turns than in a rollercoaster. -R. Mohan,
Editor Deccan Chronicle A very fine book. The characters are believable, intriguing and smart. The narrative was from the wheels of Lewis
Hamilton and the finish had the flourish of a James Bond film. -Suhasini Maniratnam Friday, October 17, 9pm. All forces are converging in
Chennai. Santosh, a regular engineer turned political assassin. Maria, an aspiring pilot turned spy. Swapna, a medical student turned into the
city’s highest-priced madam. Sandeep and Amit, CBI officers turned commandos. Shyam Agarwal, a respected industrialist turned
conspirator. In the eye of the storm is the all-powerful, Power Minister, Salem Palaniswamy whose lust for power and money corrupts the
lives and dreams of the innocent. With love, honour and revenge in the air, and a 1000 crores of unaccounted money at stake, the question
is… will there be murder tonight? "
Provides public administrators with a theoretical knowledge of ethics.
'The Road to Results: Designing and Conducting Effective Development Evaluations' presents concepts and procedures for evaluation in a
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development context. It provides procedures and examples on how to set up a monitoring and evaluation system, how to conduct
participatory evaluations and do social mapping, and how to construct a "rigorous" quasi-experimental design to answer an impact question.
The text begins with the context of development evaluation and how it arrived where it is today. It then discusses current issues driving
development evaluation, such as the Millennium Development Goals and the move from simple project evaluations to the broader
understandings of complex evaluations. The topics of implementing 'Results-based Measurement and Evaluation' and constructing a 'Theory
of Change' are emphasized throughout the text. Next, the authors take the reader down 'the road to results, ' presenting procedures for
evaluating projects, programs, and policies by using a 'Design Matrix' to help map the process. This road includes: determining the overall
approach, formulating questions, selecting designs, developing data collection instruments, choosing a sampling strategy, and planning data
analysis for qualitative, quantitative, and mixed method evaluations. The book also includes discussions on conducting complex evaluations,
how to manage evaluations, how to present results, and ethical behavior--including principles, standards, and guidelines. The final chapter
discusses the future of development evaluation. This comprehensive text is an essential tool for those involved in development evaluation.
This textbook methodically helps students to assimilate, articulate, and expand their knowledge and understanding of ethics, accountability,
and integrity in public governance and service. The text is supported by illustrations, highlights of recent research and studies, and examples
created out of the participant–observant experiences of the author as a public servant. In order to supplement the explanations and
discussions, Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude in Governance closely follows a ‘consilience’ approach to topics wherein facts are intricately
linked to the theories across relevant disciplines. This approach will help students to trace the evolution of concepts such as ethics, good
governance and others, and assess their application in the real world. The book will prove to be an indispensable companion for students and
practitioners of public administration in developing a holistic understanding of the challenges of public service in democratic nations like India.
It is supported by illustrations, highlights of recent research and studies, and examples created out of the participant–observant experiences
of the author as a public servant. Key Features: Integrated with a comprehensive coverage of both theoretical aspects and real-world
applications of ethical practices in governance Logically sequenced into seven sections that discuss ethics and human values, ethics and
public service, probity in governance, challenges of effective governance, corporate governance, ethical issues in international relations and
public funding, and emotional intelligence and aptitude. Includes Chapter-end review exercise for practice and book-end case studies with
answer cues to demonstrate how case studies should be studied and interpreted
This book demonstrates how traditional knowledge can be connected to the modern world. Human knowledge of housing, health and
agriculture dates back thousands of years, with old wisdom developing and becoming modern. But in the past few decades, global
communities have increasingly become aware that some of this valuable knowledge has fallen by the wayside. This has sparked systematic
efforts at the local, national and global levels to connect this neglected knowledge to the modern world. It discusses the origin of the topic, its
importance, recent developments in India and abroad, and what is being done and still needs to be done in order to preserve India’s
traditional knowledge. The discussions address a broad range of fields and organizations: from Basmati rice to Ayurvedic cosmetics; from
traditional irrigation and folk music to modern drug discovery and climate change adaptation; and from the Biodiversity Convention to the
WHO, WTO and WIPO.

Now in its 6th edition It might be small, but Atlas covers every region of the world, from the Atacama Desert to the Zagros
Mountains. Now fully revised and updated, digital landscape modelling combined with important roads, railways, rivers and
settlements give a complete global overview. Swot up for the pub quiz, with over 400 essential facts, figures and insights, from
geography and climate to population and economy, for an intriguing journey through the fascinating world in which we live.
A clear, concise and to the point book for Civil Services Examination GS Paper IV. The book gives a simple and holistic view of all
issues. Usp of the book is to guide aspirants on how to approach case studies. Ethics, Integrity; Aptitude by Ashok Kumar IPS:
Civil Services Main Examination book with solved case studies.
Ancient and Medieval India shall be meant for candidates from the state of Union Civil Services as well as various state public
service examinations. The book covers the complete syllabus of ancient and medieval history for the Main exam union civil
service, and has material that is immensely helpful for the Prelims as well. The contents of the book are very relevant as they are
developed after thorough analysis of the current syllabus and questions asked in previous years. Moreover, the book also consists
of numerous practice questions, chapter wise, making it more user-friendly. The text will come in bi-colour, and there are
detachable charts included that students may tear out and use as a mnemonic by placing them in front or pasting them on a wall.
The Ebook of Ancient and Medieval India is designed to be a useful resource for the UPSC and State PSC aspirants. This ebook
can be accessed anywhere anytime in the student’s mobile phone, tab or other portable devices whether Android or Windows.
The book has been made to have four color versions of the images in the book to give a more attractive and authentic historic feel
to the reader. The ebook also highlights ‘learning objectives’ for the reader to make it easier for the learner to notice and
memorize important facts and figures. Its easily navigable TOC and reference footnotes make it handy and more efficient for
readers. This ebook is the perfect solution available to you 24*7 in your pockets.
India’s struggle for Independence by Bipin Chandra is your go to book for an in-depth and detailed overview on Indian
independence movement . Indian freedom struggle is one of the most important parts of its history. A lot has been written and said
about it, but there still remains a gap. Rarely do we get to hear accounts of the independence from the entire country and not just
one region at one place. This book fits in perfectly in this gap and also provides a narration on the impact this movement had on
the people. Bipin Chandra’s book is a well-documented history of India's freedom struggle against the British rule. It is one of the
most accurate books which have been painstakingly written after thorough research based on legal and valid verbal and written
sources. It maps the first war of independence that started with Mangal Pandey’s mutiny and witnessed the gallant effort of Sri
Rani Laxmi Bai. Many of the pages of this book are dedicated to Mahatma Gandhi’s non-cooperation and the civil disobedience
movements. It contains detailed description of Subash Chandra Bose’s weapon heavy tactics and his charisma. This book
includes all the independence movements and fights, irrespective of their size and impact, covering India in its entirety. Although
these movements varied in means and ideas, but they shared a common goal of independence. This book contains oral and
written narratives from different parts of the country, making this book historically rich and diverse. The book captures the evolution
of Indian independence struggle in full detail and leaves no chapter of this story untouched. This book is a good read for the
students of Indian modern history and especially for students who are preparing for UPSC examination and have taken History as
their subject.
Vishnu, they say, is just one of a powerful threesome, the highest lords of the universe. However, though Brahma has created the
universe and Shiva can destroy it, it is up to the great god Vishnu to keep all creatures within it well and happy. Always
compassionate, he is also the wisest of the trinity. It is he who good-naturedly sorts out the mess the others create and above all,
Vishnu always favors the good and the pure.
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Conceptual Approach to CSAT (Paper II) endeavours to familiarize the student with CSAT, the new exam pattern introduced by
the UPSC. It covers the all the topics in Paper II of the Civil Services Preliminary Examination in great detail, explains why these
topics are now part of the examination, and offers insights from the author’s practical experience of government functioning as an
IAS officer.
General Knowledge is an important section of several competitive exams. Keeping an updated knowledge of it helps not only in exams, but at
every aspects of life. General Knowledge 2020 has been revised for aspirants preparing for various upcoming exams to enhance eir general
awareness so at ey can tackle e questions asked from numerous areas. It covers key subjects including History, Geography, Indian Polity,
Indian Economy, General Science, and General Knowledge, wi latest facts and updates supported by figures, graphics and tables. It also
provides a highly useful section on Current Affairs at e beginning which promotes factual knowledge from recent happening occurred at
different areas. Providing accurate, perfect and complete coverage of facts, it is a complete general knowledge book, useful for e preparation
of SSC, Bank, Railway, Police, NDA/CDS and various oer competitive exams. TOC Current Affairs, Indian History, Geography, Indian Polity,
Indian Economy, General Science, General Knowledge
Based on the prescribed UPSC syllabus, Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude, authored by two serving Indian Information Services(IIS), officers
gives a holistic perspective of the various ethical theories, values and dilemmas that confront administrators and managers in the course of
their professional carrers. Conceived and developed on a strong theoretical base, the book has plenty of case studies based on practical
experience and research from various government sources. The educational background of the authors in subjects like Public Administration,
Sociology and Philosophy and their practical experience in government has been put to effective use.
A Concise Analysis of Ethics, Integrity and AptitudeG.K Publications Pvt.Limited
This book, now in its Third Edition, is revised as per the feedback received from our valuable students and readers. It is exclusively prepared
for the students who wish to appear for campus recruitment screening test and graduate/post graduate students appearing for various
competitive examinations in Quantitative Aptitude and Reasoning. The main objective of this volume is to guide the students to solve the
problems within the stipulated time and that too with the higher degree of accuracy. Organized in two parts—Quantitative Aptitude (Part I) and
Reasoning (Part II)—it helps students to apply basic mathematical and reasoning concepts to a range of quantitative and reasoning problems.
The separate sections are devoted to verbal and nonverbal reasoning. It sharpens the ability to apply analytical and logical thinking while
gathering and analysing information, designing and testing solutions to problems, and formulating plans. This book is a valuable resource for
conducting training programmes/workshops to train students in problem solving techniques in Mathematical Aptitude. It would equally be
useful to the candidates appearing for quantitative aptitude and reasoning test conducted in various competitive examinations of graduate
level.NEW TO THIS EDITION • Numerous Reasoning questions (with explanatory answers) asked in recent placement tests and competitive
exams • New topics on • Four figure series • Choosing one element of a similarly related pair • Choosing set of similarly related figures •
Detecting one element of each of the two related pair • Detecting the relationship and choosing the correct substitute • Choosing the odd
figure • Choosing a similar figure • Rule 4 [(i) and (ii)] in Rule detection
Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude: For Civil Services Examination is a hugely popular, authoritative and comprehensive text on the subject. With
regular revision and updates over the past years, the book has become indispensable for civil service aspirants both at the UPSC and State
Level exams. This fourth, revised edition comes with exciting and unmatched features that would reinforce students? preparation strategy
and their level of confidence in tackling this paper. Salient Features: ? Chapter-end Summary ? Practice Questions at the end of each chapter
? All new chapter titled Ethical and Moral Conundrums ? Completely rewritten chapter on Political Attitudes ? Updated Glossary
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